SolaMist Mosquito and Insect Misting System
Frequently Asked Questions

- SolaMist qualifies for the 30% Federal Tax Solar Rebate using IRS Form 5695. Your actual out-of-pocket cost, assuming you pay taxes, will be 30% less than what you pay (including labor if you have it installed!).
- **Why Solar?** Two reasons...so it will qualify for the rebate AND you can put it wherever you wish without worrying about access
- SolaMist uses all-natural concentrate that actually kills mosquitoes, no-see-ums, and other flying insects
- SolaMist is completely safe for people, children, and pets
- SolaMist uses 90 feet of tubing and 20 nozzles that spray out approx. 10 feet. Covers about 2,500-3000 sq/ft area
- You can use solar power or the 110V charging cord (included)
- SolaMist is Wi-Fi only. You can use either an iPhone, iPad, or Google app
- You can re-order concentrate directly from the app
- You control the spray schedule so you use concentrate only when you need it
- SolaMist is THE inexpensive alternative to the EXPENSIVE backyard mosquito misting systems
- Installs in about 45 minutes to 2 hours. Depends on how specific you are with the tubing and nozzles along your fence, pergola, or bushes.
- Replacement tubing and nozzles are relatively inexpensive and can be changed out annually or whenever needed. Replacement parts are available from the manufacturer via the app